Progetto VOCE cultural association
With “Bancarella” Literary Award and Municipality of Pontremoli
Presents:
Master Class for Opera Singers
2014 (13th july- 18th july)
The master class will take place in the historical theatre 'della Rosa' in Pontremoli (Tuscany) and the
students will have the opportunity to perform in the grand concert that will be held in Piazza della
Repubblica at the presence of national and local authorities and the leading artistic figures.
Two internationally renowned singers Silvio Zanon (baritone) and Chiara Angella (soprano) that tour the
world's most famous theatres, will coach this master class. Silvio and Chiara are well acquainted with the
contemporary music scene and the requests of the Opera houses around the world and will build their
coaching on specific technical objectives that meet the 'market demand' for singers.
Beside the practise of their chosen piece, each student will be coached some technical skills with particular
focus on voice warm-up with speech therapy exercised and vocalizzi and with a special technical time. The
coaches will assist the students in musical and personal integration, very important aspect of making music
together when singing in ensemble.
During the master class, the students will have the opportunity to have a 'sitz-probe' (prova all'italiana) with
the conductor of the orchestra of the final concert.
When enrolling, the students needs to submit a list a list of 3 romanza (preferably from the 'Grande
Repertorio') that they would like to work on during the master class. One or two of these pieces will then be
performed by the student during the final grand concert. Due to the restricted number of places, each
applicant is requested to submit a video clip or a recording of one of their favourite pieces. Successful
applicants will be notified by email.
Once an application has been confirmed, payment needs to be received on or before 1st July 2014 in
order to secure the seat. Students that enrol as listeners, will have the opportunity to participate in all
lessons but not to perform.
Progetto Voce is happy to arrange accomodation in several hotels or guest houses at very reasonable
prices.
For any other information: progettovoce2009@libero.it.

Bank references:
Associazione Progetto VOCE
IBAN: IT12 B 0622511703100000002302

Costs and contributions
Inscription (for everybody) 10 euros
Students
Listeners

400 euros
150 euros

Listeners will have the opportunity to listen to all the lessons but not to perform in the final performance.

The organization offers very cheap and good solutions for rooms and meals.

Registration form
To sent by e-mail to : progettovoce2009@libero.it
Name…………………………………………………………………………………
Surname………………………………………………………………………………
Nationality……………………………………………………………………………
Date of birth…………………………………………….
place of birth…………………………………………
Address………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
E-mail address………………………………………………………………………
Tel n. …………………………………………………
Vocal register ………………………………
I ask to participate to the Progetto VOCE’s Master class from 13th july to 18th july as:
⃝ Student
⃝ Listener
I shall propose the following romanzas:
Author……………………..Opera………………………….Romanza……………………
Author……………………..Opera………………………….Romanza……………………
Author……………………..Opera………………………….Romanza……………………

Date and
signature………………………………………………………………………………….

